For this paper we conducted a regional analysis (RA) of annual peak flows using linear combination of order statistics, i.e., linear-moments (LM) and trimmed linear moments (TLM). Design flood estimates are calculated and compared at different return periods, which are useful for water resources management, including hydrological structures and basin management. The main objective of our study was to compare regional design flood estimates for untrimmed and trimmed samples. LM is the special case of TLM, when we have no trimming from either side. First, regional flood frequency analysis is performed for LM and then for TLM. After initial screening of the annual peak flow series, a discordancy measure was used to diagnose the discordant sites. No site was found to be discordant. For homogeneity of the region, the homogeneity measure "H" was employed using simulation study based on Kappa distribution, and found that the nine sites on the Indus Basin included in the study constitute a single homogeneous region. In this study we used TLM with trimming values (γ, 0), where γ = 1, 2, 3, 4. In order to determine the most appropriate probability distribution for regional quantile estimates, different probability distributions are used, namely: generalized extreme value (GEV), generalized pareto (GPA), generalized logistic (GLO), Pearson type three (PE3), and generalized normal (GNO). L-moments ratio diagram and Z-test as goodness of fit are engaged to identify the most suitable probability distribution. A comparison revealed that GNO is the best distribution for first three cases as (0, 0), (1, 0), and (2, 0), while for the last two cases of (3, 0) and (4, 0) the most appropriate choice is GEV. A simulation study was also carried out to evaluate the performance and robustness of the best fit probability distribution using relative bias (RB) and relative root mean square error (RRMSE).
Introduction
Pakistan, being a developing country, has long faced the problem of flooding. Floods are natural disasters that cause tremendous destruction in the form of human lives, economy, health, infrastructure, industry, and agriculture. Estimating the frequency and magnitude of flooding is of great importance in order to make policies and measure disaster prevention and mitigation. Punjab Province in Pakistan faces more severe floods than other provinces. Heavy rainfall in the monsoon season burdens the water level in the basin and results in floods. Floods cannot be eliminated completely but several preventive measures could be adopted to mitigate losses due to these floods. Among others, some preventive measures include reliable knowledge on quantity and frequency of the discharge flows. In view of such disastrous floods, it is of dire need to estimate the magnitude and frequency of these peak flows for a given return period with high accuracy for future hydrological projects such as successful operation and economical design of different hydrologic structures such as water reservoirs, dams, bridges, small culverts, spillways, urban drainage systems, etc.
The exclusive objective of any on-site or regional flood frequency analysis using index flood procedure is to investigate reliable quantile estimates (design flood estimates) for each site [1] . The selection of the suitable probability model for flood frequency analysis (FFA) has received extensive attention [2] . In Pakistan, data of annual block maxima/peak flows series (one value with maximum flow in the whole year) are often of shorter length and sometimes unavailable at some (ungauged) stations, which put a hurdle in front of hydrologists when evaluating reliable flood design estimates at a particular location. In such a scenario, on-site FFA is of limited use and, ultimately, regional analysis of peak flows is more appropriate and applicable for providing the information on design flood estimates that are useful for water resource management [3] . During RA, information from different sites is combined and this prudent way of pooling information is known as the "index flood method."
In environmental sciences, use of the same kind of data at many different sites by forming homogeneous regions of these sites, keeping in view some common hydrological and geographical characteristics and to estimate the suitable frequency distribution of these homogenous regions, is known as regional frequency analysis [4] . A selection of different methods for estimating parameters for reliable estimates always remained a matter of great concern. In this study we compared the design flood estimates using ML and TLM. The method of trimmed L-moments is useful when we have small samples and are interested in design flood estimates of larger time periods. We will implement the same methodology as proposed by [4] with the addition of trimmed L-moments.
Regional analysis based on L-moments has been applied effectively in different countries across the world: Parida et al. analyzed regional flood frequency analysis in India of subzones of Zone 3 based on L-moments [5] , Lim and Lye in Malaysia evaluated regional flood estimation for ungauged basins in Sarawak [6] , Hussain and Pasha in Pakistan carried out regional flood frequency analysis of seven sites of Punjab using L-moments [1] , Shahzadi (also in Pakistan) carried out regional analysis on annual maximum daily rainfall series across different stations [7] , Hassan and Ping [8] implemented the same methodology for flood data in China's Luanhe Basin with the help of cluster analysis for regions, Saf [9] evaluated regional studies for rainfall data in Turkey using L-moments, and the same kind of analysis was carried out in the UK by Fowler and Kilsby [10] . And in Italy Noto and La Logia [11] and Cannarozo et al. [12] and in Canada Glaves and Waylen [13] , Yue and Wang [14] , and Abida and Ellouze [15] all carried out regional FFA using L-moments.
When our concern is outliers in the data, we can use a generalized form of LM, i.e., TLM developed by Elamir and Seheult [16] , by assigning zero weight to extreme observations. TLM moments are more robust as compared to LM. TLM show certain advantages over LM for example TLM exist even the mean of probability distribution does not exist such as Cauchy distribution [16] . Some studies on TLM with application in hydrology and meteorology are available in the literature, for example [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In the present study, regional flood frequency analysis using LM and TLM are presented and compared using different values of trimming ( , 0), where = 1, 2, 3, 4. LM is a special case of TLM, when we make zero trimming from both sides. In this study we considered different probability distributions such as GLO, GEV, GPA, PE3, and GNO, which are short-listed based on previous studies such as [20] [21] [22] , in which these distributions are more acceptable for tropical regions for modeling precipitation extremes [23] [24] .
Materials and Methods

Theory of L-Moments and TL-Moments
L-moments are summary statistics for probability distributions as well as for data samples. They are tantamount to conventional moments and are considered superior to them. They also provide measures of location, dispersion, skewness, kurtosis, and other aspects of the shape of probability distributions and data samples. In their computation we use linear combinations of the ordered data values. They are more robust in small and moderate samples and are superior to methods of moments and maximum likelihood method [25] [26] [27] . Hosking [27] defined L-moments as a linear function of probability weighted moments earlier determined by Greenwood et al. [28] as: If our concern is extreme events inserting undue influence, a more robust estimation method could be used [16] . The sample trimmed linear moments are unbiased estimators to population TLM and relatively more robust to outliers. In TLM, the expectations of the order statistics are substituted by expectations of the order statistics of a higher size. The size is augmented equal to the total amount of trimming.
The ℎ , TL-moments ( 1 = , 2 = 0, ℎ , = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) could be written as:
The population measure of location, scale, skewness and kurtosis can be defined as in case of LM. In this study we trim from the lower side only, and such TLMs are also known as LHMs (higher order linear moments). The TLMs are useful for illustrating the upper part of the distributions and larger events in the data samples. The LMs are oversensitive to the lower part of distributions and give inadequate weight to larger values in the data having meaningful information about the upper tail of the distribution. The TLMs (trimming from lower side only) alleviate the unwanted disturbances due to small samples during estimation of larger events. A comprehensive discussion on LM and TLM may be found in [16 and 29] The corresponding CV based on TLM and TLM ratios for skewness, kurtosis, and further sample quantities could be defined as in the case of LM.
Regional frequency analysis based on L-Moments
Regional frequency analysis methodology based on L-moments as reported by [4] will be implemented in this study for Pakistan peak flow data. In addition, we also carried out this study for trimmed L-moments. The following four steps for regional frequency analysis are: 1) Screening the data for regional analysis: To discard inconsistent sites, (discordancy measure), D i is defined as:
…where is the vector of sample LMs ratios and C is a variance-covariance matrix. To screen out site i from the data, if the value of statistic ( ) for site i exceeds the critical value, we would discard site i from analysis. It could be useful as it provided initial guidance to formulate homogeneous regions.
2) Identification of homogeneous regions:
The most prudent step in RFFA is formulating homogeneous regions. A region is considered to be homogeneous if all sites included in the region have some common characteristics. There are different grouping methods available in literature used for this purpose, e.g., geographical convenience, subjective partitioning, objective partitioning, and cluster analysis. In geographical convenience usually regions constitute contiguous sites, with the help of administrative areas or main physical groupings [4] . In subjective partitioning, regions may be defined subjectively on the basis of site characteristics (mean annual precipitation, latitude, longitude, drainage area, and time of occurrence of largest flood in the year, etc.). Although these methods are subjective in nature and once the regions formed on the basis of these approaches, they must be tested for homogeneity using some standard criteria such as heterogeneity measure H. In objective partitioning regions are formed on the basis of some threshold value of site characteristics of each site, and sites are allocated to one of two group using this threshold value. Cluster analysis is considered another multivariate technique used to form homogenous regions in RFFA. Sites are divided into different groups (also called clusters) on the basis of different on-site characteristics, site characteristics, or a combination of both. The number of clusters is normally a subjective choice. Cluster analysis is an effective method if we have a large number of sites in each cluster while the range of drainage area of these sites in homogenous regions should not be too large, as reported in [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . The tests to check the homogeneity of the regions suggested by [4] , are based on L-moments and Kappa distribution in its simulation study for the reason that Kappa distribution is less restrictive than Gumbel or GEV. Initially, by considering one region of all sites included in the plan, it is suggested to calculate the heterogeneity measure H as:
, …where V = weighted standard deviation of sample based on all N sites. Mathematically, : …where = Regional Average defined as:
For simulation study we find mean and standard deviation from a large number N sim of realizations of a region with "N" sites, each having Kappa distribution. In other words, we calculated µ v and σ v given in the above expression by fitting Kappa distribution using average L-moment ratios (L-CV is more preferable as compared to L-skewness and L-kurtosis, as it captures more variation, although these two measures can also be used). If H statistic shows a sufficient large value, state the region to be heterogeneous, i.e., if H < 1 distribution in the region is possibly homogeneous; if 1 ≤ H < 2, the region is possibly heterogeneous; and if H ≥ 2, the region is definitely heterogeneous.
3) Choice of frequency distribution for homogenous regions: After formulating homogeneous regions, the next step is to choose the most robust frequency distribution for each homogenous region. Hosking and Wallis [4] argued that such frequency distribution should be capable of giving reasonable quantile estimates even though future data values come from some different ones than the fitted distribution. Hence the objective should not be to find a distribution, which gave only best fit for a particular homogenous region, but also a robust distribution with good quantile estimates from which future data values would arise. A distribution with large parameters (3 to 5) is considered reasonable as it gave less bias and is appropriate for estimates of the quantiles in the tails of distribution. It is more reliable to use such distribution in RFFA as compared to on-site frequency analysis. To use , through regional L-moment statistics let 4 be the standard deviation of , which can be obtained by repeated simulation of a homogeneous region whose sites supposedly had a particular frequency distribution. Initially it is defined as:
The smaller the value of , the better the indication of good fit, meaning that the true distribution is the same as the distribution we are fitting to the data, where:
, and , is the regional average L-kurtosis of m times simulated region. The fit is considered to be good if | | had a smaller value sufficiently close to zero or a reasonable criteria might be adopted as if | | ≤ 1.64, i.e., the fit is declared to be adequate. 4) Estimation of Frequency Distribution and accuracy of estimated quantile: The final step of RFA is the estimation of parameters for selected distribution and further to determine its robustness in producing reasonably reliable quantile estimates for all stations in the homogenous region. We use index flood procedure that used the summary statistic of the data at each site and combined them to form regional estimates. The resulting procedure as suggested by [4] is known as the regional L-moments algorithm, which is more robust even if some of the basic assumptions of the index flood method could not be fulfilled. The advantage of this algorithm is also that it took into account the possibility of heterogeneity in the region, error in specification of correct frequency distribution, and statistical dependence of the data at different sites.
In the simulation procedure, quantile estimates are calculated for various non-exceedance probabilities. The quantile function of the fitted regional frequency distribution could be denoted as Q (.). Furthermore, the quantile estimates "design flood estimates" at each site could be obtained by combining the estimates of and Q (.) with nonexceedance probability F using the relationship as:
The robustness of the designated regional frequency is further explored with estimation of design flood quantiles. To achieve this objective, Meshgi and Khalili [29] suggested a Monte Carlo simulation to calculate errors between simulated quantiles and calculated regional quantile estimates. For this, relative bias (RB) and relative root mean square error (RRMSE) are evaluated as: (6) (7) …where M is the sample size, and ˆ [m]( ) and ( ) simulated and calculated regional quantiles.
RFFA using Trimmed L-Moments (LH-Moments)
The same procedure would be repeated for each level of trimming, i.e., (1, 0), (2, 0), (3, 0), and (4, 0). All measures for skewness, kurtosis, and CV would be replaced by the corresponding measures based on TLM for discordancy and the homogeneity test. Selection of an adequately fitted distribution would be carried out using the TLM-based Z-test. The distribution with absolute Z-test value less than 1.64 would be declared as the possible candidate distribution, and furthermore -in the case of more than one distribution qualifying this criteria -the distribution would be best with the smallest value. Estimation of the design floods for a specific return period would be calculated for each trim level.
Results and Discussion
Study Area and Data
This study investigated the RFFA using the peak flow series of nine sites at four tributaries of the Indus Basin in Fig. 1 ). Before conducting RFFA, the basic assumptions of stationarity, homogeneity, and independence of peak flows series are tested. The Ljung test is employed for stationarity and independence, while the Mann-Whitney test is used for homogeneity and consistency. All tests indicated that the series are suitable for RFFA. (Table 2 ).
In RFFA, the first step is screening out the discordant sites using discordancy measure . The discordancy statistic is computed for individual sites using different levels of trim. The calculated values for all sites are less than the critical value of 3. The same methodology has been adopted by many studies around the world [30] [31] [32] [34] [35] [36] . In the present study we declared no one site to be discordant (Table 3) .
Although the maximum calculated value for discordancy statistic is 2.15 at the Panjnad site using LM, it is also less than the critical value and indicates that all sites do not reflect any outlier and discordancy and could be considered for further RFFA at all trimming levels. The second step is the formulation of homogeneous regions. By homogeneous regions we meant to group the sites into mutually exclusive regions on the basis of their common characteristics, which might be geographical, hydrological, or other characteristics. In the present study we initially assume a single region on the basis of geographical convenience and subjective partioning. All of these sites lie in the middle of the Indus Basin. Seven of these nine sites have already been used in a previous study [1] , where these sites formed a single homogenous region. The two extra sites named Panjnad and Trimmu are also in the vicinity of the remaining seven sites. Although it is tedious work to formulate a homogeneous region, a useful measure "H" is based on the degree of heterogeneity used to identify such homogeneous regions. For this purpose regional average ratios of LM and TLM are calculated and the results of various heterogeneity statistic H, based on 500 simulations using four parameters of Kappa distribution, are given in Table 3 .
Heterogeneity measure "H 1 " (preferable because it captures more variations using sample L.CV) at all levels of trim) is calculated. Results showed that the said region is homogenous, consisting of all nine sites, as the calculated value "H 1 " is less than 1 (critical value). There is no need to make more regions. All heterogeneity measures are sufficient evidence to declare the region as homogenous.
After successful formulation of a homogeneous region the next step is the selection of robust and suitable statistical distribution for the homogenous region. Suitable distribution does not mean only the distribution provided as a best fit to the selected region but also the distribution with accurate quantile estimates for different return periods. The ratio diagram for graphical inspection and a goodness of fit measure Z DIST statistic suggested by [4] is calculated for this purpose. It is reasonable to use distributions with three to five parameters for regional frequency analysis as compared to the distributions having two parameters, which might cause bias in tail quantile estimates. Hence, for this study the appropriate distributions are selected from among a family of three parameter distributions, namely: generalized logistic (GLO), generalized Pearson type III (PE3), generalized extreme value (GEV), generalized normal (GNO), and generalized Pareto (GPA). These five distributions are shortlisted based on previous studies such as [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Ratio diagrams (Fig. 2) display LM ratios, i.e. LM-Skewness and LM-Kurtosis of different regional distributions and data samples. That distribution is considered as appropriate distribution to whom the curve of population skewness and kurtosis is in close agreement with ratios of regional sample skewness and kurtosis.
The results of the ratio diagram coincided with the Z DIST statistic for the (0, 0) trimming level. For other trimming levels, Z-test is evaluated as goodness of fit measure. Using 10% significance level if |Z DIST | ≤ 1.64, the distribution is considered an appropriate candidate distribution for the said homogenous region. If there is more than one candidate, probability distributions meet the said criteria and then the distribution with a value close to zero will be considered best among others. After careful examination of Table 4 , it is revealed that for LM ("0, 0" trimming), GNO and GPA are designated appropriate distributions at first and second positions. While for trimming of (1, 0) and (2, 0), GNO and GEV are declared as appropriate distributions at first and second positions, respectively. While for (3, 0) GEV and GNO and finally, for trimming of (4, 0) GEV and GLO are the best among others at first and second rank, respectively. Overall, GNO remained at the first position for the first three cases and GEV for the last two cases ( Table 4) .
The regional distribution parameters and the quantile estimates are found for best distribution against different return periods from 2 to 1,000 years. Specifically, (0, 0), (1, 0), (2, 0) GNO and (3, 0) and (4, 0) GEV are considered the most appropriate distribution for estimating design flood quantiles (Table 5) .
The robustness of best regional frequency distribution (as determined by Z-criteria) is evaluated by the Monte Carlo simulation proposed by Meshgi and Khalili [29] for design flood estimates. The evaluation is based on RRMSE and RB by calculating the differences between simulated and calculated quantiles. RRMSE and RB for different sample sizes and return periods up to 100 years are presented in Table 6 .
The values for RRMSE and RB are generally observed to be increased with smaller sample sizes and larger return periods as compared to larger samples. At each trimming level, the best distribution (Ranked 1 st distribution determined by Z-test) performed better than others. For example, for trimming levels of (0, 0), (1, 0), and (2, 0), GNO is the most robust distribution, while for levels of (3, 0) and (4, 0), GEV is the most appropriate choice. Overall, TLM outperformed LM. The impact of trimming in the sense of robustness is shown in Fig. 3 (a and b) , where we plotted RRMSE and RB of top distribution (most robust in Table 6 ) with respective trimming level (for n = 20 and n = 80) versus return periods. On the basis of RB (Fig. 3a) , it is shown that for a sample size of n = 20 and up to return period of 20 years, GNO with trimming level of (1, 0) and (2, 0), GEV with trimming level (3, 0) and (4, 0) superseded GNO with trimming (0, 0). In other words, TLM performed better in the form of reduced bias as compared to ML for a return period up to 20 years. Interestingly, after a return periods of 20 years, GNO (0, 0) superseded GNO (1, 0) and GNO (2, 0), but not than GEV (3, 0) and GEV (4, 0). Overall, GEV (3, 0) is better for a sample size of n = 20. By increasing sample size up to n = 80, significant changes appeared to be observed in the results. Overall performance and robustness of GNO (1, 0) and GNO (0, 0) is better. This implied that if the sample size is increased, the robustness of frequency distribution moved towards less trimmed values. For example, GNO (0, 0) outperforms GEV (3, 0) and GEV (4, 0), although for n = 80 the overall robust distribution is GNO (1, 0). Similar results are observed for RRMSE Table 6 and Fig. 3b . 
Conclusions
Regional Analysis of annual peak flows of nine sites is conducted at the Indus Basin in Pakistan. Data of all sites exhibited random behavior and the observations are found to be consistent, identical, and independently distributed. The discordancy measure is used for screening the data. No site is found to be discordant. Initially all sites are considered as one homogenous region and the regional homogeneity measure is calculated, which assures that these nine constitute a single homogenous region. For the selection of the robust frequency distribution a "Z" statistic criteria and ratio diagram (for (0, 0)) are used. Generalized normal (GNO) is found to be the most suitable distribution at trimming of (0, 0), (1, 0), and (2, 0), while GEV is found to be the most appropriate distribution at (3, 0) and (4, 0) trimming levels.
After this, design flood estimates are evaluated at different return periods. Estimating the frequency and magnitude of the floods is of great importance to make policies and take measures for disaster prevention and mitigation. For example, design flood estimates could be of great importance in water resources management for future hydrological projects such as successful operation and economical design of different hydrological structures such as water reservoirs, dams, bridges, small culverts, spillways, urban drainage systems, etc. To evaluate their robustness, we calculated the RRMSE and RB for calculated quantiles and simulated quantiles through a Monte Carlo simulation performing 10,000 simulations for n = 20 and n = 80. The simulation indicated that the values of RRMSE and RB are generally increased with smaller sample sizes and larger return periods. Overall, TLM outperformed MLM for lower and higher quantile estimations.
